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Abstract  
This work concerns software testing strategies for the Radio Network Controller (RNC) Radio 

Network Handler (RNH) subsystem at the WCDMA development department at Ericsson AB. 

Due to the rapid development in the area of radio communication It is crucial to constantly 

develop and deliver new software components without errors in the code, which has to be 

tested and proved to work on a regular basis. Since development teams are working in parallel, 

one cannot uphold another team for long periods for testing purposes. It should be easy and 

straightforward to implement and maintain RNH tests. The main goal is to propose the best 

way of software testing for the RNH subsystem with respect to the agile way of working.  

In the first part of this work an investigation of the RNH software was done. This was to define a 

template for code classification. The aim of the classification is to identify a smallest testable 

unit for different testing levels. The data classes were considered as smallest testable unit for 

testing on low level. 

In the second part, unit test was deployed to two different blocks to evaluate unit testing and 

prove testability of data classes on a low level. In addition, the automated regression test 

framework was evaluated with respect to node level testing performance.  

In the third part, unit test was evaluated in comparison to the current testing level at RNH. 

The major result of this investigation shows all testing levels are required for the RNH 
subsystem, because each level focuses on a specific area of software testing. Furthermore, unit 
testing is recommended to be a permanent testing level at RNH subsystem, since unit testing is 
promoted by agile testing strategies (test as early as possible). Besides, when more detailed 
test on low level (unit testing) is applied, it may lead to the less testing effort on higher level.   
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1. Introduction  
This master thesis is conducted at Ericsson AB in Sweden at the Radio Network Handler (RNH) 

subsystem within WCDMA development department. This work aimed at evaluating different 

software testing strategies for the RNH subsystem in order to find the best way of testing in 

manner of efficiency and accuracy with respect to the agile way of testing.  

Software testing is an experimental procedure, which provides information about the quality 
and accuracy of the application to the customer. In addition, software testing is not limited only 
to the process of running an application by the means of detecting faults and bugs. Software 
testing can also be used as a procedure for verifying and validating of the application. Through 
software testing, the probability of failures might be decreased to a level that quality of product 
will be accepted to the customer but it does not mean that the software is free from bugs and 
errors. Software testing is conducted on different levels using different approaches with respect 
to different processes of the software development.  
 
The RNH subsystem within the Radio Network Controller (RNC) application implements the 

management of the fixed resources in the WCDMA radio network, Configuration Management 

(CM) for the logical radio resources, the control and mobility functions on common channels, 

capacity management, and handling of signaling bearers towards the core network. The 

implementation to manage these resources is divided into smaller units called blocks. These 

blocks cover implementation of protocols (NBAP, RANAP, RNSAP...), registers (for areas and 

UEs), common channels, cells, cell relations, and cell resources [1]. 

By development of these blocks, having a sufficient way of testing is required, since testing of 

the blocks could be considered as an extensive part of the system development [2]. Actually 

testing takes half of the systems development efforts. The testing processes that are generally 

performed with software development are as follows: 

1- Unit-testing 

2- Integration testing 

3- System testing 

By development of the blocks, having sufficient methods of testing for entire subsystems or 

individual subsystem/blocks/units are required, to prove absence of error and bugs. Meanwhile 

by appropriate testing methods systems will be tested concerning functionality as well. But, 

unfortunately the testing of such software architecture which is mainly legacy, with respect to 

different testing levels might not be possible or limited. The limitation maybe because of 

different reasons, for example, high levels of dependency and code complexity.  
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Currently the Radio network handler (RNH) subsystem has two methods of testing: integration 

and system testing. They respectively based on their definition are called block testing and 

Automat Regression Testing. System testing was introduced within a year ago for RNH. 

Product development in systems such as mobile radio access systems is dynamic, which means 

in entire product lifetime there is the possibility of adding new features due to customer 

requests. Then having different level of testing strategy is crucial to continuously deliver 

features without introducing errors and bugs in the code.  

Since the design teams are to work in parallel one cannot uphold Block Test for longer periods, 

because long period causes delays and the aim is to reduce the delay. It should be easy and 

straightforward to implement and maintain RNH tests. Therefore, there is a need to redefine 

the current test strategies for RNH. 

This thesis report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents the necessary background information on the UMTS network followed by 

software architecture of Radio Network Controller (RNC) and Radio Network Handler (RNH). In 

addition, short description about tool and framework that is used throughout the software 

development at the RNH subsystem is given. Chapter 3 gives a short overview of software 

testing levels and principles.  Chapter 4 presents the main testing differences between the agile 

and waterfall model at the WCDMA department.  Chapter 5 is one of the main chapters of this 

work introducing alternative testing levels for the RNH subsystem and identifying smallest 

testable unit for each testing level. Chapter 6 explains the current testing level at RNH 

subsystem.  Chapter 7 covers the design and implementation of the alternative testing method. 

Chapter 8 formulates and evaluates testing strategy based on obtained result from chapter 7 

and 5. Finally, we conclude our work and present some future directions. 
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2. Background  

For easier understanding of the terms and definition that are used throughout the report, the 

background section is divided into two main parts. In the first part, a brief explanation regarding 

the tools and frameworks that are used at WCDMA department for development is described. In 

the second part, a short description of the WCDMA network and the components that are used 

in this report as manner of software architecture and their responsibilities is given. All the 

software architecture explanations are based on the Ericsson documents. 

2.1. RoseRT 

2.1.1. What Is RoseRT?  

Rational Rose Real-time is a software design tool for designing event-driven, real-

time applications in which a code is generated directly from the UML1 Models. UML 

can be considered as a graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, 

documenting, and executing software systems [3]. IBM develops RoseRT with the 

purpose of mainly being used in telecommunication industries since they have a 

massive usage of real time system.  A real- time system has following characteristic 

[4]: 

1- Timeliness  

2- Reactivity  

3- Concurrency  

4- Dynamic structure   

5- Distribution  

6- Reliability  

The main real-time components that are used in RoseRT by the modification of the 

UML are as follows:  

1- Capsules: in RoseRT capsules are considered as concurrent objects.” Capsules 

are simply a pattern which provides light-weight concurrency directly in the 

modeling notation while being  implemented in Rational Rose Real-time as a 

special form of class ,which allows the design of systems to handle many 

simultaneous activities without incurring the high overhead of multitasking at 

the operating system level [3].” Figure 1 represents the capsule notation in UML 

and capsule conceptual view [4].  

                                                           
1
 Unified Modeling Language (UML) is general purpose modeling language is object oriented programming. 
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Figure 1: Capsule notation and conceptual view. 

2- State Machine: is used for implementing real time behavior for the capsules. 

3- Ports: capsules are introduced with high-level encapsulation. The only way that 

they can communicate through other capsules or data classes is via the ports. 

Then ports are defined as the interfaces for communication among capsules for 

sending and receiving messages. Based on Object Orientated programing ports 

can be considered as public methods that are reachable from outside of the 

classes. 

4- Protocols: define the way, in which ports can communicate through each other 

to outside of encapsulated class [4]. 

5- Connectors: are the interaction channels. 

6- Data class: whereas capsules are active classes and contain state machines that 

represent different states that the system can be in, Data classes are passive 

Classes, which are mainly can be considered as data holder and used for 

implementation of different algorithms. 

 

2.2. Boost Test library  

Boost Test Library is a unit-testing framework. It provides an enormous set of C++ source 

libraries that are used for writing and arranging of test cases for different software code.   

 

2.3. UMTS 

UMTS is the abbreviation for Universal Mobile Telecommunications System. It is the Mobile 

Technology also known as a 3rd generation mobile network. Hence, Nowadays 3G networks has 
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become an essential cellular network technology, which is used in many countries around the 

world. It uses Wideband Code Division Access (WCDMA) as radio access multiplexing method, 

which offers higher data rate transmission over mobile networks. Figure 2 Represents the UMTS 

Network Main components that are as follows [5]: 

 UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN): Radio access network part. It is 

considered as one of the important components in UMTS networks. 

 Core network (CN): it is responsible for routing and switching of data/calls to UEs and 

external networks. CR is able to handle both packet and circuit orientated services in 

WCDMA network.  

 User equipment (UE): All the equipment, which is used by subscribers (terminals), is 

called User Equipment. 

In following subsection, the focus is more over the UTRAN. 

 

Figure 2: UMTS network [5]. 

 

2.3.1. UTRAN 

UTRAN stands for Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), one of the main UMTS Network 

components’. According to the UMTS network architecture, it is located between Core Network 

and User Equipment. It is mainly responsible for managing and controlling of WCDMA radio 
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recourses and UE mobility. In addition, UTRAN makes the possibility of connectivity between UE 

and CN. Figure 3 represents the general architecture of UTRAN. UTRAN mainly consist of one or 

more than one Radio Network Subsystem (RNS) which each RNS contains two components: 

Node BS and Radio Network Controller (RNC) [6]. In the following sections, the RNC explanation 

will be given. 

 

Figure 3: UTRAN architecture [7]. 

 

 

2.3.1.1. RNC 

Radio Network Controller is one of the main UTRAN components, which mainly is responsible to 

control and manage the Radio base Station Nodes that are connected to it. In addition, the RNC 

support Radio Resource Management and some mobility management functions. The Radio 

Network Controller (RNC) has connections to the circuit and packed core switch networks as 

well as to the other Radio network controller (RNC). The RNC functionality is divided into 12 

functional groups. [1]: 

2.3.1.2. RNC Node System Architecture 

In this section, the aim is to explain the general RNC software architecture. Please consider that 

the RNH subsystem will be described, since it is only related subsystem in this thesis. Also the 
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more detail regarding to RNH subsystem software architecture will be explained in the latter 

section.  As it is obvious by Figure 4, the RNC has layered architectural structure, which means 

each layer signifies a hierarchical level that prepare services to the other layers through defined 

interfaces and each layer include different subsystems. The layers in the RNC are as follows [1]:   

1- Service layer: is responsible for controlling the services that are provided by the RNC. For 

instance, “Radio Network Control functions for paging of UE’s, signaling connection 

handling and Radio Access Bearer service handling.” RNH & UEH are involved in this 

layer. Consider that this layer is in top most layers in RNC architecture and it just 

contains software. 

2- Encapsulation layer: is responsible for hiding the implementation of resources in the 

resource layer, also this layer just consists of software. 

3- Resource layer: is responsible for administration of the control plane resources. In 

addition, this subsystem contains software no hardware implementation involved. 

4- Operation & maintenance: signifies RNC general operation maintenance purposes. In 

addition, this subsystem contains software no hardware implementation involved. 

5- Platform layer: is responsible to offer basic support for other layers. It is included 

software and hardware implementation. 

 

Figure 4: RNC fundamental parts in layered architecture [1]. 

 

2.3.1.1.1. RNH 

As mentioned earlier, RNH is one of the subsystems at RNC software architecture that builds up 

the service layer, which based on the RNC architecture is located in top most level hierarchies. 
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Essentially, RNH subsystem implements management over fixed resources in the WCDMA radio 

network, Configuration Management for logical radio resources, the Control and Mobility 

functions on common channels, Capacity Management and Handling of signaling bearers 

towards the core network [8]. So, for simplicity of Implementation, RNH Subsystem tasks is 

divided into smaller units that based on the RNH architecture are called Blocks, which means a 

Block is a package consisting of code (RoseRT capsules, Data Classes and so on) . As stated 

before, RNH is implemented in several Software Blocks (package) that are deployed on eight 

different load modules/Program [8]. In this section, the focus is over the main functionality of 

RNH subsystem and its software structure. 

2.3.1.1.2.1. RNH Functional Summary 

The main functionality of the RNH subsystem on the RNC Node is to manage radio network 

resources, for example, cell, channel, capacity monitoring as well as signaling towards other 

nodes [8]. 

2.3.1.1.2.2. RNH Software Subsystem Architecture 

The RNH subsystem is a package that consists of different Blocks of code (RoseRT 2capsules, 

data classes, and protocols). Those Blocks perform the main functionally of RNH subsystem 

tasks. RNH subsystem is deployed on eight programs/modules3 that execute on two different 

processor RanapRnsap MP and RNC Module MP.  

 

The design structure of the top capsule contains two layers, the application, and the 

communication layer. Application layer consists of real implementation of the functions and 

communication layer contain the proxies4.Figure 5 shows the application and communication 

layer and also how they are connected. All the implementations are done in Rose RT which each 

block conation capsule, protocol and data classes also C/C++ data classes. 

                                                           
2
 Rose Real-time modeled active object as Capsule. 

3
 Module or Program is groups unit of block that is put into the package to implement functionality. 

4
 Proxies are used to handle the sending and receiving of signal to/from operating system(OSS) 
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Figure 5: Application and communication layer [6]. 

 

2.3.1.1.2.3. RNH Software Structure in RoseRT 

As mentioned above, RoseRT is a design tool for implementing real-time and event 

driven application, which mainly all the RNH Block code is developed with this tool. 

In this section, the main software structure of RNH will be given. For testing 

purposes, having knowledge of the RNH software structure is required. Basically 

each Block in the most outer layer is covered or built up by a package which each 

package consists of 3 main components as follows:  

 

1- Block interface Unit: this unit defines all the external interfaces that can be used 

for communicating with other Blocks in the RNH subsystem but not in another 

subsystem. RNHXxxBIIFU contains two inner components represents Block 

interface Unit in the RNH Subsystem model. Based on Figure 6 number 1 its 

components are as follows [9]:    

1.1. Block Interface Package (RnhXxxBIIPkg): it defines an external Blocks 

protocol and data classes within the subsystem. 
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1.2. Block Structure Package (RnhXxxBISPkg): High-level structure Capsules 

from the block located here. 

2- Block Unit: the functionality of a block is implemented in Block Unit. RnhXxxBIU 

represents Block Unit. Based on Figure 6 number 2  also it contains two more 

inner components which are as follows: 

2.1. Application Layer Block Package (RnhXxxBIkg): implementation of block 

application layer is done in this component. 

2.2. Communication Layer Block Package (RnhXxxCelloBIPkg) : Block’s 

communication layer implementation is handled by this unit. 

3- Block Test: it comprises implementation of Block Test. It is represented by 

RnhXxxBITest, which is shown in Figure 6 by number 3. 

The package can be considered as a mechanism for grouping design elements; also, 

the package might be nested within another package [9]. Figure 6 represents the 

hierarchy of software in RoseRT tool. 
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Figure 6: RoseRT software hierarchy. 
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3. Software Testing Principle and Methods 
“Software Testing” is a procedure which plays an important role of software development, 

aiming at finding, locating and resolving bugs and errors in an application. While it is considered 

as an important aspect of software development to increase the quality, software testing is 

often anonymous due to lack of understanding fundamentals of software development.  

As an essential parts of software development process, software testing can help developers to 

check for design errors in software at each phase of software development. Therefore, 

software-testing objectives are the improvement of quality, evaluation of a system in terms of 

users’ requirements, identification of accuracy, completeness, security, and final determination 

of the product status with the code modification in the product or its performance [10]. 

In the following sections, the theory of software testing methods and approaches will be 

explained. Consider that definitions are mainly based on Ericsson software testing process at 

WCDMA. Different approaches are sometimes mixed, for example Block Testing which by 

definition is a test method at the level of the design stage. It can also be regarded as a mixture 

of White and Gray Box approaches at the level of Integration Testing Stage. 

3.1. Box Approaches 

Software testing can be divided into three main approaches: White, Gray and Black Box testing. 

These approaches are helpful for describing the point of view that the test engineer takes into 

account for designing test cases. Therefore, Box Approaches express each testing level as closed 

Box with different testing limitations.   

3.1.1. White Box 

White Box or Glass Box testing is one of the software testing methods (approaches) in which 

main internal functionality of smaller units or collection of units of the software is assessed and 

tested independently. So, this method basically relies on implemented code and their internal 

logic run to complete [11]. Normally when a tester or a developer uses this method, they have 

high knowledge of how the Testable Unit is implemented. This means that White Box testing 

approach needs both programming skills and general system knowledge. Therefore, White Box 

is applicable for Unit-Testing level. At this level, therefore, it is more practical to be in touch with 

the implemented codes. In fact, through this method following areas might be tested [12]: 

1. Control Flow 

2. Data flow 

3. Breach Testing 

4. Code path 

5. Statement and Decision coverage   
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3.1.2. Black Box 

A number of small units together building up bigger unit (an application) which at this level 

considered as whole software program, another approach of testing will introduce as Black Box 

testing. In this method the testers basically consider whole the application as a Black Box, in 

which they do not have reachability to the code and no knowledge regarding the internal 

implementation of the software.” They more concern themselves with verifying specified input 

against expected output and do not worry about the logic of what goes on in between” 

[11].Figure 7 describes the basic concept of black box testing, it is based on the system 

documentation, so for the specific input tester is expecting to receive specific range of output 

value. [11] Based on the general Black Box testing characteristics are considered as follows: 

1. No Access to the code  

2. Based on the requirement  

3. Test main functionality 

 

 

Figure 7: Black box testing concept [12]. 

3.1.3. Gray Box  

This testing approach lies between White and Black Box testing, because the tester  considers 

the software as Black Box but also has the access to the source code and some knowledge 

regarding the implementation and working procedure of the code. Block testing in Ericsson can 

be considered as Gray Box testing. This testing approach requires information regarding the 

internal data structure and flow of the application for designing tests. In addition, having full 

access to the source code is not required for gray box testing. This approach is mainly applicable 

for integration testing, since the tester will test functionality or interaction between software 

units that are part of the whole application [12]. Gray Box testing characteristics are considered 

as follows: 

1. The tester might have full access to the source code 

2. The test is done in Black Box level concept 

3. The test are done over part of the whole application to assess the functionality 
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3.2. Testing Levels  

“Software Engineering Body of knowledge5” has divided the testing during the development 

process into Unit, Integration, and System testing, which are different regarding the test target. 

In following subsections, each of them will be explained according to the Ericsson software 

testing definitions.  

3.2.1. Unit Testing 

The term Unit-Test can be traced back to many years ago. The idea of unit testing is that, these 

tests are performed on individual isolated software components [13]. In unit testing, the 

important thing is that the units of a system have atomic behavior. In procedural software, a 

unit is seen as a function and in object-oriented software as a class. 

In procedural software, it is frequently hard to test one function in an isolated environment, 

because each function might call another function and so on.  There might be 

interdependencies between the functions from top-level to the machine level. On the other 

hand, testing classes in isolation are easier in object-oriented systems [13]. 

Fundamentally, unit testing can be considered as a part of the coding and designing stages, 

which is performed by the designer while developing new parts of the software. The main 

purpose is to check if the newly implemented code (class) behaves as expected and does not 

change desired behavior of the code. Figure: 8 shows a basic concept of unit test. As it is shown, 

class under test is candidate object to be tested independently.  

All in all, the definition of a Unit-Test is based on testing in isolation. So, as many mistakes may 

occur with the parts of the integrated software, it becomes more important to test them 

separately. However, Unit-Test techniques do not exclude the necessity for other higher level 

testing, but the following problems exist in a large or high-level test [13]: 

1- Execution Time: run and execution time for large test are much longer in comparison to 

Unit-Test, which in turn it demands more energy and care. In many cases larger tests 

cannot be run to the end successfully which makes the process of testing more 

frustrating.  

 

2- Code Coverage: the relationship between a code part and the values which exercise it, is 

sometimes difficult to detect .For definite numbers of code parts it is regularly easy to 

determine with coverage test tools whether a piece of code is exercised by a test or not. 

But adding new code can lead to substantial work to develop high level tests, to test the 

new code. 

 

                                                           
5
 It is a product of the Software Engineering Coordinating Committee sponsored by the IEEE computer Society 
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3- Error localization: the meaning of a failed test becomes unclear when tests become 

further from what is tested. The source of failed test usually takes considerable work to 

find. Therefore, many factors such as test inputs, the type of failure and the point or the 

path of failure has to be considered. Fortunately, when the tests are small such as unit 

test, there is less work to do in order to find source of failure. 

There are some gaps in larger tests, which can be filled in through Unit-Tests. So, the piece of 

code can be tested independently of other objects. To facilitate the testing procedure, it is 

possible to define different conditions for some tests, so the errors are localized easier and 

quicker. When there is an uncertainty about an error in a code piece as long as it is used in a test 

harness, determination of error in the test can be done easily and quickly. There are two 

features, which makes a Unit-Test suitable. First, it runs fast and second localizes the problem 

easily. Regarding the Unit-Test execution speed, generally Unit-Test is slow when it needs 1/10 

second to run [13]. Unfortunately, unit testing can be difficult when there are dependencies of 

other units, function, and classes. To sum up, the Unit-Test is called good if it is: 

1- Automated and repeatable  

2- Easy to implement  

3- Run quickly 

4- Error traceable 

 

 

Figure: 8 Unit test concept 

3.2.2. Integration Testing 

Another level of testing that plays a vital role in software development is integration testing. 

This type of testing appears after smaller units are integrated or assembled into larger units in 

order to create a bigger unit of the overall system. The focus is to test the interaction of 

different integrated units. Thus, it basically differs from Unit-Testing where units are mainly 

tested independently. In integration testing, focus shifts from the individual units to the 

interaction between them [11].  
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In order to solve dependencies between different integrated units In Integration testing, “stubs 

and drivers” make the real dependency, while in Unit-Testing the mock objects6 have the same 

functionality but not real dependency [11]. Stubs can be considered as simulated units that our 

testable Block needs the contribution of it for testing. For example in the Block level testing at 

RNH all the external subsystem behavior like ROAM, are stubbed out for that specific tested 

block.  

In theory, Figure 9 explains the general meaning of stub. Being Imagine Unit D integration is 

completed by the integration of three smaller units A, B, C, in which Unit C is not completed or 

might even be a unit from the outside scope of the block. Therefore, if the block or unit D 

should be tested, unit C should be stubbed. In addition, if units A, B and C are completed but not 

unit D, it could be replaced by a “driver.” 

 

Figure 9: Stub and driver in integration testing [11]. 

“Without integration testing testers and developers are limited to testing a completely 

assembled product or system, which is inefficient and error prone. It is much better to test the 

building blocks as we build our project from the ground up in a series of controlled steps [11].” 

3.2.3. System Testing   

Principally the last stage of testing before the delivery of the complete product is system testing. 

This testing level applies over the complete and integrated software that is comprised into a 

product, for example the Ericsson RNC Node level software. It is very significant testing stage, 

because only at this level of testing the full complexity of the software can be tested and 

validated. The main emphasis of systems testing is to confirm that the product reacts correctly 

and accurately to all possible input conditions and handles different exceptions [12]. As a result, 

System testing is frequently the best official stage of testing and more structured than other 

testing level. 

Essentially, since through System testing the interactions of all integrated units are tested, the 

conjunction between integrated unit and hardware are tested as well [10]. System testing 

                                                           
6
 Mock object is a simulated object that simulates the real behavior of the object. It is mainly used for testing purposes for resolving 

dependencies.   
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primarily works based on the black box approaches and the details of the implementation are 

not considered.     
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4. WCDMA Testing Process  
The Waterfall Model has been used for many years in the software development process at 

Ericsson. Recently a new model has replaced the Waterfall Model .This new model is called 

Agile. In this section, the differences between the two models in the aspect of testing process 

will be analyzed.   

4.1. Traditional Waterfall Development  

The Waterfall Model can be considered as a progressive and linear software design and 
development approach [14]. It was used for many years at Ericsson before changing to the 
new faster agile model. Fundamentally, the Waterfall Model contains five stages which are 
observable by Figure 10: 

 

 

Figure 10: Waterfall model progress flow. 

To produce and deliver on time, each of the above stages is allocated to individual departments. 

With the Waterfall Model the lead-time for implementing new features were rather long since 

each department should have expected to deliver projects to/from other departments.  From a 

testing perspective, testers had to investigate the entire Node after each delivery, catching 

errors and bugs’ using this method was more difficult. In addition, the testing period 

dramatically increased due to the product complexity compared to agile way of testing. 

Furthermore, administration costs for troubleshooting were quite high at Ericsson using the 

Waterfall Model, while plenty of unseen Software faults were detected in a live customer 

network.      

The Waterfall Model in Ericsson applied is as follows [14]: 

Requirements 

Design 

Implementation 

Test 

Maintenance 
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1- Each subsystem like RNH or UEH was responsible for the design and development of the 

part of new features that had impact on the subsystem. Firstly, the feature requirements 

and analyses were given to the design department by the system department. Secondly, 

all required functions were designed, implemented, and tested on the block level. 

Unfortunately, designers were not able to test how their implementations worked on 

the Node level. Through block test, they were able to test the interaction of a specific 

functionality on Block Code level but not on node level. Consequently, the lack of early 

Node level test potentially caused more software faults to remain in the delivery. 

  

2- The test department began to test on Node level as soon as the design departments in 

the product development main track delivered the features. The test department was 

responsible to test the final product before delivering to the customer. Since dealing 

with the complex software and design process and the test took place in two distinct 

departments, they did not entirely catch all errors and bugs.  

In summary, software development using Waterfall Model concept is time consuming and 

costly which makes it inefficient for a big organization such as Ericsson due to the following 

reasons: 

1- Lack of early Node level testing  

2- A separate department for each specific role  

3- Serialization (instead of parallelism )  

4.2. Agile Way Testing  

The main purpose of using the Agile development process is to reduce the total cost of software 

development by using resources efficiently and also increase the quality of a developed Feature 

by early Node level testing in the Design phase. The agile name states doing everything very 

quickly to get early feedback from the customer as soon as possible.  

With the Agile working system, Node level testing is started as soon as there is something to 

test. Consequently, many errors and failures are caught early as the testers and designers are 

working in the same team during the entire development phase.   

Any feature developed by an agile team in Ericsson has an owner which is called OPO 

(Operational Product Owner) [14]. Each OPO has a number of cross-functional teams (XFTs) for 

implementing and testing features. Each XFT consist of number of designers and testers. The 

feature development instruction is given to the XFTs by OPO and assignments are kept in a 

backlog for the coming six months. By defining the assignment for XFTs, they start to plan how 

they divide the assignment to sprints which mostly in Ericsson is a 3-week period. By the end of 

each Sprint period, a testable feature has to be delivered. Testability means the new feature has 
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to have a complete functionality. Whereas in the Agile model before the feature is delivered, it 

has to be testable on the Node level. In contrast, in the process of Waterfall development, a 

delivery may occur even without a testable feature. 

 Basically, Sprint planning starts in the early day of development in which XFT breaks down the 

assignment into smaller parts, there are functional and doable within a maximum of two days. 

The testers also start to plan the testing procedures. Furthermore, the testers will decide what 

kind of tests have to be run on the delivered features at the end of the Sprint.   

As mentioned above, the tasks are doable in two days; by the end of the second day, 

implemented tasks will be tested on the Node level before delivery. Early Node level testing of 

the feature is done for troubleshooting purposes prior to the feature delivery. Figure 11 shows 

this concept. 

 

Figure 11: Testing and designing flow in the agile model. 

The early Node level testing of implemented features in the Agile software development 

process can be considered as one of its most important advantages, because most of the 

software faults are caught early in the Design process. Unfortunately, in the traditional software 

development process, early Node level testing does not exist. Node level testing happens in the 

time of entire product delivery which makes the process of testing more complicated. Hence, 

tracing bugs or failures in such a large-scale product was not easy.  

To sum up, the main reason to have an immediate node level testing after initial design is to find 

faults during development and before the delivery of features. The feature delivered upon 

completion of a successful testing process. 

After the daily delivery of the features on the main path by different XFTs, the new code is 

assembled to create a Load Module. LMs contain software from different parts of the RNC 

which is an executable file. In general, after forming the LM, another test starts every second 

hour called Continuous integration. The minimum purpose of continues integration testing is to 
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secure that no legacy faults are introduced. The most important advantage of Agile 

development process in comparison to the pervious software development process at Ericsson 

are as follows: 

 Early and continuous testing on node level of all software changes by the help of early 

Node level Test 

 Creating team of designers and testers at the same team 
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5. RNH Block Classification for Testing  
The term Block Classification in our purpose means to find the specific pattern for each 

implemented block of the code to classify them in terms of block complexity, dependency, and 

pattern for testing. So the aim is to find a method or define a template for categorization and 

technically describing blocks in a formal and common way.  

 We are dealing with software architecture that mainly structured more than 12 years ago 

(Legacy code).  So by considering Legacy, the aim of the Block classification is as follows:  

1- To introduce alternative methods of testing for RNH subsystem 

2- To identify the smallest testable units 

Since, this study is based on the legacy, so introducing new testing methods are more difficult 

than implementing them on new software architecture. For example, low-level test deployment 

on a software architecture that contains high-level dependencies is not easy.  

The metrics that are defined for the blocks classification in this study are based on the nature of 

RoseRT-model programing.  Metrics for classification are as follows: 

1- Dependency: One of the most significant problems in software testing is dependency. 

Because in the testing process the Tested Object may needs other objects and those 

objects may require additional class and so on [13]. That could ultimately lead to having 

an entire system in test suite. In this study, four types of dependencies are considered:  

internal dependency, external dependency, hidden dependency, and tools library 

dependency. 

1.1. Internal dependency: when object operation is depending on additional class in 

the same Code Block.  

1.2. External dependency: when object operation is depending on additional class or 

Block that is located in other Block or Subsystem. In addition, RoseRT library are 

considered. 

1.3. Hidden dependency: when the object is depending on another object which its 

relation is not clear to the Tested Object. For example, when an end port is 

depended on some Data Classes. 

1.4.  Tools library dependency: libraries that are introduced by RoseRT, which each of 

the Block for their operation is depending on them, for example TargetRTS. 

 

2- Number of capsules: Essentially, the functionality and concurrent behavior (Real-time 

operation) of each block are implemented in its capsules. Consequently, the number of 

capsules in each block can be important, because capsules can increase the level of 

implementation or functional complexity and dependency. For each block three types of 
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capsule are considered: Handler and Resource capsule of each specified block and plugin 

capsule from other block. 

 

 

3- Number of State Machines: State Machines are responsible to implement the behavior 

of the capsules. So considering the number of States/Transitions inside each capsule is 

important, because more States/ Transitions in a capsule results in an increased level of 

complexity.  

 

4- Number of End Ports: End Ports are the only interfaces for each block to communicate to 

the outside and inside of the block. Therefore, by grouping them based on their 

functionality, the number of the main functionalities (roles) of a block is observable 

(shows functional complexity). In addition, each port represents, the number of 

connections a block has to the other block (shows Internal and External Dependencies). 

In total, having more End port increases the functionality of a block. 

 

5- Number of Data Classes:  In general Data Classes are considered as passive objects that 

mainly are of two types: 

1- Data classes that contain attributes 

2- Data classes that contain attributes and methods 

For the classification, Data Classes containing both attributes and methods are 

considered. Because the data classes are used by capsules, then considering number of 

data classes help to measure dependency level and level of implementation complexity 

for each Data Class.  

6- Block pattern: Each block can be divided into three types based on its functionality: 

1- Algorithm Based Block: blocks responsible for implementing specific 

Algorithm. For example SysInfoBl 

2- Data Holder Block: Blocks mainly responsible for keeping track of changes 

inside the system by acting as a Database. For Example UeRegBl 

3- State Based Block: Block operating on a limited number of states. In addition, 

the main functionalities are implemented through their State Machines 

rather than Data Classes, for example PchChBl   

 

7- Cyclomatic complexity: it is the last metric in this investigation, in order to show the 

internal level complexity of each data classes or capsule, based on the graph theory. 

Nevertheless, unfortunately it cannot be used, due to the reason that the generated 

code is mixed with RoseRT generated code. The code analyzing was too complex without 

computers and dedicated software [13]. 
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By defining the appropriate metrics, the aim is to apply them on some candidate blocks which 

are chosen from RNH subsystem. The chosen blocks are selected from different parts of the 

RNH subsystem where each of the blocks differed in implementation, types of the block, 

location in MP and functionality. In this chapter, two of the candidate blocks are considered as a 

case study: RnhSysInfoBl and RnhCodeBl: 

5.1.1. The RnhSysInfo Block 

This block is responsible for collecting data from different parts of the RNC and groups 

them into the System Information Blocks. Then it distributes the information through the 

RBS on the BCH channel towards User equipment. The two following algorithms are 

implemented by this Block: 

1-  SIB and MIB packet creation/update algorithm 

2-  The Access Class Barring algorithm 

Figure 12 represents the general structure of the SysInfoBl and some of its data classes 

which are constructed by:  

 Two main capsules: RnhSysInfoHndlC, as a handler, and RnhSysInfoC 

 Numbers of data classes that implement algorithms 

 

Figure 12: SysInfoBl capsules and its sample data classes. 
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Table 1 represents the classification of the RnhSysInfoBl block based on the above 

metrics. 

SysInfoBl 

 N/A High  Medium  Low  

Number of Capsules ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐ 

Number of States  ☐ ☒ ☒ ☐ 

Number of Data Classes ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐ 

Number of End Ports ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐ 

Internal Dependency ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐ 

External dependency ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐ 

 
Block Pattern 

Algorithm based ☒ 

Data Holder         ☐ 

State based           ☐ 
Table 1: SysInfoBl classification template. 

Table 1 shows how the above metrics are applied on RnhSysInfoBl, which each row 

shows the different degree for each metric. Since model oriented design is used, our 

focus for classification is adapted to such characterizations. As RoseRT generated code is 

not easily human readable, for simplicity's sake, each block is divided in two following 

parts: 

1- Active section like Capsule, State Machine and End Port  

2- Passive section like the Data Classes that are mainly hard coded. 

Consider that the shown value in Table 1 as High, Low or medium is a proportion to all 

five studied Blocks. 

No of Capsule: SysInfoBl is build-up of seven capsules where two of them belong to 

SysInfoBl and five of them are imported from other Blocks in runtime (Runtime). The 

stub/plugin Capsules are considered because the functionality of these Capsules is used 

just for SysInfoBl. For our classification, two following assumptions are considered: 

1- State Machine implements behaviors of a capsule. Accordingly, high number 

of Capsules causes result in high complexity in active section. 

2-  Imported capsules introduce a high level of internal and external 

dependency. 

 

Number of data classes: these are considered for the following reasons: 

1- It shows a Capsule is depending on how many Data Classes for its operation 

(Dependency). 

2- Data Classes represent the implementation complexity on each Block level.  

For example as shown in Figure 13: 
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1- Each type of SIB packet is implemented through its dedicated Data Class, 

which represents the degree of complexity.  

2- It shows how the SysInfoC for operation is depending on other data classes.  

3- In addition, it represents the dependency level of data classes on other data 

classes in the same block. 

 In conclusion, when a Block has more 7functional Data Classes, then the dependency 

and complexity are of higher order. SysInfoBl has 27 functional Data Classes which most 

of Data Classes implement algorithm behavior.  

 

No of end Ports: The roles and functionality of the block from inside and outside of the 

blocks are handled through End Ports. Therefore, considering the number of End Ports 

and grouping them based on their functionality helps measuring the level of functional 

complexity for each block. Totally, SysInfoBl has twenty-two End Ports that are grouped 

into ten functional groups. Table 2 and Table 3 are a sample of grouped port based on 

the software term and telecom application domain. By investigating the End Ports, the 

following assumptions are made:  

1- More End Ports in Block yields to increase of Functional Complexity  

2- State machine and Data classes mainly implement the block operation. Then 

an investigation of End ports gives a picture of the percentage of the block 

operation that is implemented through the State Machine and Data Classes. 

This is because show how block functionalities are implemented by transition 

of State Machine or Data classes. 

 For SysInfoBl, it is obvious that the main functionality of the blocks is implemented 

through its Data classes.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 Functional Data Classes: Data Class that is responsible to implements parts of main functionality of the Block. For 

Example in SysInfoBl each SIB Packets creator is implement through specific Data Class.   
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SysInfo 

Configuration Management Function 

Adjacent cell 
configuration 

Cell configuration Common channel 
configuration 

General Node 
configuration 

Restart 
 

Distribution of 
information about 
configuring relation 
between cell also cell 
selection or reselection  
 

Update and distribute the 
status of the cell if it is locked 
or unlock activation and 
deactivation also 
configuration and 
reconfiguration of the cell   
 
 

Handle activation/deactivation 
of common channel 
configuration. sysinfo triggered 
due to change of configuration 
 
 

Handle and distribute general 
RNC data such as PlmnId 
 
 

When Node, application or 
process will be restarted due to 
any failure, this act has to be 
inform to entire related system 
which RBS that will handle by 
sysinfo. 
 
 

Involved port: 
<<rnhAdjCellSysInfoP>> 

Involved port: 
<<rnhCellSysInfoP>> 
<<rnhCellSysInfoInternalP >> 
 

Involved port: 
<<rnhBaseImportAdmFachP>> 
<<rnhChFachSysInfoP>> 
<<rnhBaseImportAdmRachP>> 
<<rnhChRachSysInfoP>> 
<<rnhBaseImportAdmPchP>> 
<<rnhChPchSysInfoP>> 
<<rnhCellStatusInternalP>> 

involved port: 
<<rnhSysInfoHndlInternalP>> 
<<rnhFroCellUpdateP>> 

Involved port: 
<<baseCoordP>> 
<<rnhFroCellUpdateP>> 
<<hSysInfoFroHandlerConfigP>> 
<<rnhBaseHndlCoordinationP>> 

SysInfo 

 

Configuration Management Function 
<<rnhAdjCellSysInfoP>> 

<<rnhCellSysInfoP>> 
<<rnhCellSysInfoInternalP >> 

<<rnhBaseImportAdmFachP>> 
<<rnhChFachSysInfoP>> 

<<rnhBaseImportAdmRachP>> 
<<rnhChRachSysInfoP>> 

<<rnhBaseImportAdmPchP>> 
<<rnhChPchSysInfoP>> 

<<rnhCellStatusInternalP>> 
<<rnhSysInfoHndlInternalP>> 

<<rnhFroCellUpdateP>> 
<<baseCoordP>> 

<<rnhFroCellUpdateP>> 
<<hSysInfoFroHandlerConfigP>> 
<<rnhBaseHndlCoordinationP>> 

Table 2: Sample SysInfoBl port group list (Telecom terms). 
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Figure 13: Dependency diagram for SysInfoBl and its Data Classes. 

Port name Port Role 

rnhSysInfoFroHandlerConfigP Restart coordination 

rnhRimSysInfoP Rim handling and, signal distributer  

rnhAdjCellSysInfoP signal distributer 

rnhBaseRncFeatureP signal distributer 

baseCoordP signal distributer, restart coordination 

rnhFroCellUpdateP SIB handling and, signal distributer 

rnhIfRanapLoadACBarringP SIB handling and , signal distributer 

  

rnhCbsCellSysInfoP CBS handling 

rnhSysInfoHndlInternalP Cell data update handler ,SIB handling, signal distributer 

rnhCellAreaCfgInfoP UTRAN Area update handler, Location Area update handler, signal 
distributer, routing Data Area updater Handler  

rnhCellStatusInternalP Cell status deactivation and activation, handler, UL handler(Reset) 

rnhCellPageP BCCH handler, UE pager 

rnhBaseImportAdmCellP cbs data handler , signal distributer 

rnhBaseImportAdmFachP Common channel configuration handler 

rnhBaseHndlCoordinationP channel configuration handler, signal distributer, cell data handler, SIB 
handling, restart coordination  

rnhSysInfoRimInternalP RIM handler, SIB handling, router 

rnhRbsNbapDecodedP Handle NBAP message 

ccsIfRrcP  

rnhBaseImportationAdmP Restart coordination 

rnhCellSysInfoInternalP SIB handler, cell data handler  
Table 3: Sample SysInfoBl port list based on code observation. 
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Internal dependency: As described above, it indicates the dependency between 

different units of a block. Internal dependency of SysInfoBl is considered high, since 

Capsule (RnhSysInfoC) of SysInfoBl is depending on Data Classes for parts of its main 

operation. In addition, some of SysInfoBl Data Classes depend on other data classes in 

the same block. Figure 14 shows the indirect dependency between 

RnhSysInfoConfigyrationDataD and RnhSysInfoUtreaAreaD and part of dependencies of 

RnhSysInfoC on other Data Classes. 

 

Figure 14: SysInfoBl internal dependency UML diagram. 

External dependency: As stated before, it indicates the dependencies of block units on 

the outside of the block and dependencies of the entire block on external libraries. 

Essentially external dependencies are also called implementation dependencies. 
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 SysInfoBl has a high external Dependency, due to the number of plugin capsules and the 

numbers of components from other subsystems that SysInfoBl needs for its operation. 

Figure 15 show that, both main capsule and handler in SysInfoBl for complete operation 

are depending on other external library. For example, the Main Capsule depends on 

RlibTraceTraceD, which is an external library.  

 

Figure 15: SysInfoBl external dependency UML diagram. 

5.1.2. RnhCode Block 

RnhCodeBl is responsible for supporting allocation and de-allocation of the Downlink 

Channelization Code. The Spreading Factor algorithm for the WCDMA network is 

implemented by this block. It does not contain capsules, state machines and end ports. 

Principally it is implemented in over a few numbers of Data Classes.  
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Figure 16: RnhCodeBl structure. 

 

Figure 16 shows the architecture of RnhCodeBl. This Block contains a few data classes 

that are responsible for creating the code tree, traverse code tree, and keep track of 

allocated codes to the channels as well as a builder data class (RnhCodeTreeManagerD), 

which uses other data classes to handle the operations. Table 4 contains the 

classification of the RnhCodeBl block.  

 

Code 

 N/A High  Medium  Low  

Number of capsules ☒ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Number of states  ☒ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Number of Data classes ☐ ☐ ☐ ☒ 

Number of end ports ☒ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Internal Dependency ☐ ☐ ☐ ☒ 

External dependency ☐ ☐ ☐ ☒ 

 
Block pattern 

Algorithm based ☒ 

Data Holder         ☐ 

State based           ☐ 
Table 4: CodeBl block classification template. 

5.2. Block Complexity From a Testing perspective 

Complexity is considered as one important software metrics which measures linear independent 

paths through the source code in a program. In addition, it is considered as one important factor 

in software testing. Essentially, it forces to have more sufficient and accurate designing of test 

cases on all levels of testing in order to cover all the conditions that the software can reside in.   

By considering the complexity at each level of testing, some aspects are covered. For example: 
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  In unit testing, measuring complexity can help considering all the linear independent 

paths through the source code to be tested. 

 On higher level like System Testing, it represents the amount of interactions between 

the different components of the program, which in result indicates how those 

interactions must be tested. 

However, as mentioned above, we are dealing with Model rather than the source code, so for 

measuring the block complexity, those metrics are defined and for the sake of simplicity's, 

blocks are divided into two sections; active and passive.   

A high general complexity is indicated in both active and passive sections for SysInfoBl, because 

of the high number of Capsules, a hierarchal State Machine, End Ports, and a high number Data 

Classes that represents the implementation of specific algorithms. In addition, each algorithm 

can represent a complex operation and all of them are called inside the End Ports. All this leads 

to a highly complex block compared to other candidate blocks.  

Complexity is not considered for RnhCodeBl in the active section, due to the absence of Capsule, 

State Machine, and End Port in that Block.  

In the passive section, RnhCodeBl contains a number of Data Classes that implement different 

parts of the Spreading Factor algorithm. These Data classes add the degree of implementation 

complexity to the Block. Still, it is less complex in comparison to RnhSysInfoBl at passive section 

(obvious by the number of data classes, the level of their dependency, and the level of 

interaction between different objects). The following facts make RnhCodeBlock less complex 

than other Blocks:    

 Less number of implemented Data Classes 

 Less degree of algorithm complexity  

 Less External, Internal, Tools Dependency at data class level  

 Lack of active part   

5.3. Dependency from a Testing Perspective  

Dependencies are considered as one of the main obstacles that making software testing more 

difficult. Hence, to define new testing methods measuring the level of dependency in the legacy 

code is very important. In many cases, testing procedure is not practical due to the high 

Dependency. Mainly dependencies appear in two problematic ways in legacy code: 

1- Build- time dependency: When an object gets instantiated inside the test suite directly 

during build phase  

2- Run-time dependency: it appears when function inside the test suite faced a problem during 

execution 
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Base on above two main reasons, breaking dependencies is necessary to run the test [13]: by 

sensing and separation. Sensing is the situation when the return values of the units are not 

sensible due to the dependency. Separation is the situation when testers are not able to take a 

unit into the test suite due to the dependency.  

In comparison to higher level testing, measuring dependencies is more significant in low level 

testing, because the main characteristic of low level testing is to test the smallest unit of the 

software in an isolated environment. Thus, to avoid problems that might arise due to high 

dependencies between units, dependencies measurement is required. On the other hand, 

when higher level testing is considered, high dependencies leads to an increased level of 

complexity. 

SysInfoBl has a high level of internal and external dependencies, resulting in a higher-level 

dependency in Block level. However, consider that the level of dependency in passive parts 

(Data Classes) is less than in active part, because data classes are less depended on other 

internal and external object. Consider that since external library dependency, which RoseRT 

introduces, is common for the entire Blocks, so it has a constant degree of dependency in our 

classification. 

Furthermore, the degree of dependency is considered low for RnhCodeBl, because it has less 

external dependency. Also the internal dependency among different classes is low, and no 

hidden dependency is observed. Figure 16 shows, except builder class, only one data class 

depending on other data classes. In total, RnhCodeBl contains less degree of dependency in 

comparison to RnhSysInfoBl.  

To sum up, dependencies are one of the major problems for conducting unit and block testing 

on the RNH subsystem. Therefore, in order to place low and mid-level testing, the dependency 

has to be solved through breaking dependency or stubbing and mocking. In contrast, through 

Node Level Test (ART) the dependency problem is not that evident. Because all external code 

that the system depends on are included in the System Under Test.  

5.4. Smallest Testable Unit in RNH Subsystem 

Smallest testable unit varies with different testing levels. Therefore, in the RNH subsystem 

according to different testing level the following testable unit could be defined: 

 Unit test: at this testing level according to dependency level, block complexity, and 

Block pattern, a smallest testable unit could be defined as Data Classes. 

 Integration Testing: at this testing level, the smallest testable unit could be defined 

as a whole Block that is made up through the integration of different smaller units 

like, Capsule classes and Data Classes.  
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 System Test: at this level, the smallest testable unit could be defined as the whole 

RNC software, which is made up by integration of different blocks.  
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6. Current RNH Testing Methods  
The RNH subsystem introduces two types of testing methods as follows: 

 Block Testing: considered as mid- level testing 

 Automated Regression Testing: considered as Node or high level testing 

 Each of these has a specific role with respect to a different level and approach of testing. In the 

following subsection, the basic functionality and architecture are described. 

6.1. Rlib Based Block Testing  

This method of testing in the RNH subsystem plays an important role in the testing procedure. 

The block testing method is based on the fact that the earlier a fault is found the easier it is to 

correct it in the development process. Figure 17 presents the process of block testing.  

Block Test can be considered as integration test through a gray box approach. Therefore, it is 

located between low level (unit testing) and high level (system testing). Consequently, the main 

aim is to test the interaction between different units of software building up a specific block. 

 Please note that while the software developer tries to develop new features or remove bugs in 

the block, they use BT to make sure that adding/changing the current code does not affect 

desired functionality of the block, also the new features is correctly implemented. The testing 

process will start at the end of the development process after all block dependencies are 

implemented. Due to this reason, the process of testing is defined in three steps, which are as 

follows: 

1- Block implementation 

2- Waiting for resolving real dependency if needed 

3- Testing   
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Figure 17: Block testing. 

6.1.1. Architecture  

 

Figure 18 presents the architecture of the Rlib based Block Testing framework, which essentially 

consists of four parts. Each part has a specific responsibility. Description of each part is as 

follows: 

 

Figure 18: Overview of the Rlib block test architecture [15]. 

1- Block Test Top Capsule: As Figure 18 shows that, this component is the outermost 

capsule in the architecture, holding the other components. It is responsible for receiving 

instruction from the BlockTestController to regulate what TestObject and block test 

incarnates [15]. 

2- Test Object: is the RoseRT block that will be tested by the block test. Figure 18 shows 

how the Test Object ports are connected to the BlockTestBase capsule ports. 

3- BlockTestController Capsule (Controller Capsule): it controls which TestObject and block 

test should be incarnated and run based on predefine configuration file [15]. The 

configuration file makes it easy to run regression tests without having to rebuild the test 

capsule [15]. 
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 Two types of settings for BlockTestController exists as follows: 

a. Common data that must be shared between different blocks. 

b. Test constraints that only are used by one block test. The test constraint parameters 

are saved in each block test capsule. 

4- BlockTestBase Capsule:  All tests are based on the BlockTestBase capsule. Therefore, it 

contains all the necessary ports for communication (Application layer) with the block 

that is to be tested. Figure 19 presents the state machine of the base capsule which 

contains two important states:  

 Init : In the initial state the configuration file will setup and block test initialize with 

defined parameter 

 Running: By starting the test case, the state moves from the Init to Running state. 

The Running state is the holder of the test code. Two types of transitions are possible to 

define in running state:  

  Ready transition  

  Error transition 

“TEST FAILED” are written by error transition which the test program will exit and “TEST 

SUCCEEDED” is written by ready transition [15]. 
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Figure 19: State diagram of the BlockTestBase capsule [15]. 

6.2. ART (Automated Regression Testing) 

Automated Regression Testing is considered as Node level testing framework at WCDMA. It is a 

combination of two concepts of software testing: 

1-  Regression testing: it is applicable for any types of software testing technique in order to 

secure a legacy. 

2- Automated testing: a tool used for arranging automation of the test execution control, 

test result reporting process, and test validation.  

In order to perform secure legacy tests, ART is implemented as regression testing at the RNC. 

Essentially, ART could be categorized as system testing through black box approach, which is 

one of the highest levels of testing. In fact, this level of testing is very important, as at this stage 

of the testing, it is possible to present the full complexity of the product. 

 By ART testing the main focus is to make sure that the product at the Node level reacts properly 

to all possible input conditions and also that the Node can handle any type of exceptions. So, 

ART is considered as one of the most formal and structured levels of testing in the RNC. As 

mentioned above, ART is used for Node level testing, and uses 3Gsim as a traffic generator. 

It is possible to run ART on both Emulated and real Node. This testing framework is mainly built 

up by Erlang programming language. In the next subsection, ART architecture and framework 

will be explained.  

6.2.1. Architecture and System Overview 

Figure 20 mainly describes the general overview of the environment used for  ART test 

framework. The test setup is built up by three main components, each of which has specific 

responsibilities. The main components are: 

  RNC 

 3Gsim 

 Test Framework 

So, to achieve a good testing all these three parts are communicating with each other.  

(3GSim) as simulator is used for simulation of surrounding 3G networks, (Core network, radio 

base station and user equipment). However, consider that the simulator just simulates the 

hardware and all the software is real. As mentioned earlier, ART framework consists of 3 main 

components, which explanation of each part is given as follows [16]:  

1- Moshell is an application that is used for communicating with the RNC and 3GSim. 
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2- 3Gsim is simulator software, which simulates the behavior of the RBS, Core network, and 

user equipment, which reacts exactly like the real equipment. As it is obvious by Figure 

20 it is directly connect to the RNC and to the Test framework via Telnet or FTP 

connection.   

3- The third part is Test framework, which mainly contains three components to execute 

the test cases and handle the result.  

 

Figure 20: ART general overview [16]. 

 

Figure 21 shows the architecture of the ART Test Framework. It contains five main parts that are 

put together in order to achieve Node testing method. The description of each part is as follows:  
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Figure 21: ART test framework architecture [16]. 

 

 

Erlang OPT: it is located in the lower part of the framework, which it contains set of Erlang 

libraries and design principles. For example, it enables debugging and inter language application 

interface [16]. 

UTE: it stands for Umpteenth Test Environment, which is a standalone Erlang application for 

supporting ART on the CPP platform [16]. 

RRC: it is located on top of the UTE, which is collected helper library to improve the process of 

writing the test suites [16].   

ART TEST Suite: mainly this part is a test suite that typically starts traffic in 3Gsim, printing data, 

parsing the logs and evaluation of testing result [16]. 
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7. Design and Implementation of Alternative Testing Methods 
Based on the investigation from five different Blocks and in order to prove the hypothesis 

which is to evaluate testable units as data classes, this experiment takes place with the help 

of the Unit and System testing. Through this experiment, the following areas are covered:  

1- To practice, how possible it would be if different testing methods were applied on RNH 

Subsystem  

2- To evaluate the new testing method and compare with current testing methods 

4- To evaluate the differences between the testing of individual methods of data classes in 

comparison to the whole test functionality of the Block or Node   

Since all software testing levels are applicable over the complete software architecture, in 

each level, different aspects of testing must be considered so as to have a better quality of 

the software. However, due to the high complexity and high dependency, it is not possible 

to apply all the levels of testing in practice, because it is not cost effective for organizations. 

To reach our idea, we choose to apply the Unit-Testing method on two Blocks in the RNH 

subsystem. Based on section 6, the testable units here are defined as Data Classes. Using 

this experiment, the candidate Data Classes belong to RnhCodeBlock and RnhSysInfoBl. In 

the next part, the structure of data classes that are chosen in the experiment will be 

explained. It is also decided to define a new scenario for testing some data classes indirectly 

as a level of system testing to find out how difficult it is to trigger indirectly specific 

functionalities in the Node level and test it.    

7.1. Unit-Testing deployment and implementation  

First of all it must be stated that RNH subsystem does not have a unit-testing framework. 

Therefore, the Boost Testing framework is chosen in our experiment. This enables us to: 

1- Write test cases in a simple and easy way. 

2-  Avoid doing trivial things, for example, Test classes containing attributes. 

3- Have many small Test Cases and group them in Test Suites. 

4- Make the procedure of regression testing easier. 

Unit Testing helps to test each individually implemented method inside Class regardless of its 

dependency to the other units. So Data Classes are considered as testable units in our 

experiment due to following reasons:  

1- It is more convenient to break dependency on those types of units as no real 

dependency exists. 

2- The levels of dependency in the data classes are less in comparison to capsules. 
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Old architecture and in time of designing there was no concept of the Unit-Testing in mind, 

and high level of dependency especially Real Time dependency in capsules level are the 

important barriers for deploying Unit-Testing for the Capsule.  

As pointed out earlier, for this experiment, two blocks (RnhSysInfo, RnhCode) are chosen. 

Both are different in some ways and have mutual points as well. The main intention for 

making these two comparable blocks is the fact that both blocks are algorithm based. 

However, they have highly differences as well; for example, RnhCode does not have Capsule 

meaning there are no End Ports or state machines in the Block. In addition, the level of 

external dependency in RnhCode is quite less than RnhSysInfo. Therefore, the internal 

dependency level in whole block in comparison to RnhSysInfo is less. As a result, RnhCode 

Block has less general complexity. 

Figure 22 is a UML diagram that shows the internal Block dependency for the RnhCodeBl. 

The Code Block at RNH subsystem is responsible for the implementation of spreading factor 

algorithm in WCDMA network; first chosen candidate data class for this experiment is based 

on its relation to the other data class in the same Block. 

 At beginning the chosen data classes in the lowest level of hierarchy is considered, this is 

called (RnhCodeTreeElementD). Since there is no functional dependency on this level, 

RnhCodeTreeElementD for operation does not need to interact with other data classes or 

other subsystems. In addition, the level of built-in dependency (libraries that are generated 

by RoseRT) is less for this data class, which in turn gives us the possibility of easier 

deployment of Unit-Testing Framework for this Block. The RnhCodeTreeElementD is simple 

data classes, which contain methods and Attributes which all are public that is apparent 

from Figure 22 ; the main responsibility is representing each code in the code tree. This Data 

Class by itself does not have functionality; RnhCodeTreeD as a complementary Data Class in 

RnhCode Block only uses it.  
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Figure 22: RnhCodeBlock level dependency. 

RnhCodeTreeD is chosen as a second Data class for our experiment. It is responsible for 

providing a code tree and a number of support operations for traversing the tree. The basic 

reason why attributes and methods as public are that all the methods of this class are used 

in the builder class, which in this architecture is RnhCodeTreeManagerD. As is observable by 

Figure 22, RnhCodeTreeD locates one level dependency in the RnhCode Block. This Class for 

part of its operation is depending on RnhCodeTreeElementD. This Data Class has no External 

Dependency, so we have just to take care of resolving its dependency to the 

RnhCodeTreeElementD and RoseRT file Dependency. 

The third class for testing is RnhCodeTreeManagerD. It is a builder class; this class controls 

all the functionality of the RnhCode. For RnhCodeTreeManagerD besides resolving its 

internal dependency taking care of its external dependency is important as well. Since 

RnhCodeTreeManager is the only point of communicating with other RNH subsystem blocks. 

for example in case of restart this class get request of creating code tree from the outside, 

and by calling an appropriate method from RnhCodeTreeElementD to handle the issue. 

RnhCodeTreeManager contains different methods and attribute that few of them are public 

but the rest private and for our testing purpose, we just have the chance of testing the 

public one since reaching the private methods was not possible.  

In following part, the procedure of the Unit-Test Framework deployment and file structure 

of the current experiment for the RnhCode Block is explained. The same procedure also 

applies for RnhSysInfoBl. The Unit Testing Deployment in RNH using Boost Testing 

framework is implemented by three important files for supporting the Unit-Testing.  
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 Testsuites: are .cc or .h files, in which Test Cases are implemented. Testsuite are 

written based on the Boost library Framework. Therefore, Boost library Framework 

creates some prerequisite, which must be installed in the testing machine; the 

requirements are Boost test Library and Turtle Mock. 

 Makefile: is mainly used as a linker to link the required package and libraries for 

resolving dependency in built and run time for Tested Class to make testing files 

executable.  

 Friend class: is an .h file that used in the case of the Tested Class inherits based class 

and tester wants to call private or protected member of that class.  

7.1.1. RNH Unit-Test result 

Through RNH unit-test implementation, the main aim was to evaluate testing of 

individual methods of Data Classes without considering the whole block, capsule and 

state machine dependency. As mentioned above, unit-test is implemented for two 

different blocks (RnhCodeBl and RnhSysInfoBl): RnhCodeTreeD, RnhCodeTreeElementD, 

and RnhCodeTreeManagerD data classes in RnhCodeBl.  

The main results by testing these three Data Classes in RnhCodeBl from lower level of 

RnhCode Block (RnhCodeTreeElementD) to a higher level are:  

 In the lower level each individual method (regardless of its functional 

dependency consideration) is tested well. 

 Results of the RnhCodeTreeManagerD testing as a builder class shows 

the repeating of the same type of test cases that are already applied 

over methods that belong to the lower level Data Classes such as 

RnhCodeTreeElementD data class. Therefore, RnhCodeTreeManagerD 

is a good candidate to be tested in a higher - level test, since by unit-

testing each individual Data Class that RnhCodeTreeManagerD 

depends on is tested separately and the correctness of them is 

proven. 

 

The builder class (RnhCodeTreeManagerD) is the right candidate to be tested in higher 

level testing for example BT. Because most of the Builder functionally that handle 

through its depended Data Classes is tested by the unit testing method, So repeating the 

same tests at BT is somehow trivial. Consequently, it helps the developer or tester effort 

less time for testing such Classes on a higher testing level. This is because tester mainly 

focuses on testing the Builder class rather than other Data classes. 

As pointed out before by this method, there is a chance to measure code coverage also 

how accurate and efficient methods have been implemented. In result, the code 

coverage was 100 % since all lines of the code inside the tested method are evaluated. 

For the RNH unit test deployment and unit test execution please refer to Appendix A. 
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7.2. Automated Regression Testing Design 

In this part of our experiment, it is decided to use the ART framework to evaluate how changes 

over specific blocks’ parameters trigger the other related block functionality. This leads to 

testing indirectly other block’s Data Class functionality. Since SysInfoBl as a target, is located in a 

place, where direct testing of such a Block through ART is not possible, then an intermediate 

block is considered for this experiment to trigger the SysInfoBl behavior.   

For our scenario, two blocks are considered, RnhChBl and RnhSysInfoBl:  

1- RnhChBl is responsible for the management of common channels (PCH, FACH and RACH) 

in the WCDMA network  

2- RnhSysInfoBl is responsible for collecting data from another part of the RNC, in our case 

the PCH Channel, and then group data based on the specific algorithm in SIB8 packet and 

finally distribute the information. 

The PCH channel has default values for its standard operations. The values will be initialized by 

the creation of the channel in the cell. The related values are saved inside the MOM9 object. 

Reconfiguration of PCH channel results in MOM related PCH values changes, which triggers a 

signal from PCHBl to SysInfoBl to inform it regarding the reconfiguration. By this occasion, 

RnhSysInfoBl is responsible to update its SIB number 5 packet’s value to inform UE about new 

PCH operation configuration. 

In this scenario, the requirement is a testsuite appling a reconfiguration process on Node level, 

also keeping track of changes in the SIB value before and after the reconfiguration. To keep 

track of the SIB packet a copy of SIB 5 before the reconfiguration is compared with a new copy 

of SIB 5 after the reconfiguration. 

 

The flow of scenario is as follows which is shown by Figure 23: 

1- Make a Telnet connection between the ART framework server and the RNC Node. 

2- Run the Suite to perform the reconfiguration process on the PCH channel. 

3- By changing the MOM’s PCH value, a signal will be send from the channel block to 

SysInfoBl block. 

4- When receiving the signal, SysInfoBl updates its SIB 5 value to the new configured 

parameter. 

5- Distribute updated SIB 5 to the UE via RBS.    

                                                           
8
 System Information Block  

9
 Managed Object Model: is information models which represent a view of all the manageable resources in the 

node. Also all the parameters and action associated with these resources.  
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Figure 23: Reconfiguration scenario. 

By updating the SIB packet due to the reconfiguration, four main results are obtained:  

 First, those two blocks on the block level and Node level have accurate 

communication thought the passing signal, which is a main achievable system test 

result. 

 Second, since the test level is high, evaluating source code that is implemented SIB 

packet creation/update to find bugs and error is not possible. 

 Third, code coverage on this level is not possible for a specific method or Data class 

 Finally, error localization is difficult  in case of an error in SysInfoBl 
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8. Testing Strategy Proposal  
In this section, ART and unit testing are evaluated as complements to block tests. In addition, 

the areas in which these testing methods are applicable are explained. Please consider that the 

formulations and recommendations are given based on the following prerequisites: 

 Agile  working methods  

 Results obtained from sections five and seven 

8.1. Evaluating the Unit-Test Method 

Currently BT is defined as the lowest level of testing at the RNH subsystem. Unfortunately, BT 

could not be considered as unit testing, because it mainly tests the interaction between 

different units (capsules) that build up a block rather than individual units like capsules or data 

classes. For that reason, the idea to perform unit testing rose. Theoretically, unit-testing 

approaches should be applicable to the smallest units in the software architecture. Due to the 

high dependency level, however, in many cases unit-testing is not applicable. Therefore, the 

testable unit in each block was defined by using the following metrics:  

1- Block complexity  

2- Block dependency  

3- Block pattern (algorithm based, state based, data holder ) 

As mentioned earlier, each block is divided into two sections: Active section (capsules) and 

passive section (data classes). Investigating the active and passive sections with respect to 

complexity, dependency, and pattern led to the conclusion that data classes are the smallest 

testable units in each block with respect to the unit-testing approach. 

Data classes are chosen as testable units because: 

 In comparison to the capsule classes, data classes have less internal and external 

dependencies.   

 Data classes implement mainly algorithms and data storage in RNH. The benefits of 

testing such a class on a low level are considerable. However, testing data classes, 

which are data holders on a low level is trivial, so they were not considered to be 

tested.   

 Localizing errors in algorithm based data classes on a high level testing is difficult.   

 Testing data classes on a low-level makes the scope of the integration tests narrower. 

To sum up, data classes are eligible candidates for unit testing, if they contain the 

following characteristics:  

 Low or middle level dependency 
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 Implement algorithms 

 A high code complexity  

This does not mean that only data classes can be tested through unit testing, but also 

capsules. Nevertheless, considering a couple of limitations such as a high-level of 

dependencies, capsules might not be proper candidates for unit testing.    

By evaluating the unit-testing method in comparison to BT, the following advantages 

with UT are identified: 

 Simplicity: Testing and writing test cases for specific methods or data classes with 

unit testing is easier than with BTs. 

 Execution test time is much less in comparison to BT. 

 Faultfinding: Since unit testing has fewer dependencies than BT, it helps to catching 

faults earlier. 

 Refactoring: One way to improve the software architecture is to reduce unnecessary 

dependencies by refactoring techniques. Therefore, unit testing can be considered as 

a good tool to verify or secure refactoring. This is because, in low level testing, it is 

easier to test if the previous functionality of the methods and classes is lost in 

comparison to BT.  

 Code coverage: Unit testing helps to reach a higher code coverage in comparison to 

BT. 

 Negative testing: It is easier to deploy negative testing scenarios to define the 

operations boundaries of algorithm based data classes.   

 Testing algorithms: Unit testing is a reasonable way of testing algorithm based data 

classes. This is because, due to any changes in algorithm based data classes for 

implementation improvement, unit testing could be used as a good testing method 

to verify those changes on the lowest level.  

The two main disadvantages of having unit test at the RNH subsystem are: 

 A working solution for unit testing of RSA-RTE capsules has  yet not demonstrated 

 Unit testing is not integrated into RSA-RTE 

 

Not all the reasons above state that BT test is not important. In contrast, unit testing is 

considered as a good complementary method to block test at RNH for making higher-level test 

narrower. Also, if blocks have a high level of dependency and complexity, unit-testing could be 

used as a tool to verify and secure the software structure through a design improvement 

technique which results in having better maintainability and a more efficient software structure.  
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8.1.1. When to use Unit-Testing 

“Software modification” is one of the main reasons to have extensive unit testing, especially 

when developers are working with legacy code. Because unit testing can be used as a good tool 

to make sure that, a specific modification works well and also that the modification does not 

change the desired functionality of the data classes.  

Various types of “Software modification” are as follows:   

 Adding new behavior:  Fundamentally, adding new behavior is one of the most 

common kinds of software modification. Unit testing helps reducing the number of 

bugs or errors which are introduced by a newly added modification on the lowest 

testing level.  

 Fixing a bug in algorithm based data classes.  

 Design improvements: The main aim of design improvements is to make the 

structure of the software easier to maintain with the intention of keeping its old 

behavior intact (refactoring). Unit testing could be used as a tool that facilitates code 

refactoring. This is because it helps the designers to test the modifications much 

easier, faster, and independently to make sure that all the old behavior is functioning 

properly. 

 Resource optimization: By unit testing more optimized resources (software code) 

with respect to time and memory can be obtained.    

8.2. Evaluating The ART method: 

ART is used for node level testing at WCDMA. The aim is to test the practical and structural 

strength of the entire node. In addition, the performance and reliability of the entire RNC are 

tested with respect to the whole software functionality. Therefore, by means of ART, the system 

under test is represented as the entire the RNC software.  

As mentioned earlier, ART deploys a black box testing approach, which tests the requirements 

on the RNC on a high-level without considering the design and development details of the 

blocks. ART mainly supports the following areas:  

 It checks requirements for data handling and transaction in a live RNC system 

 It checks the stability and performance of the entire live system 

 It checks the requirements for communication to other nodes. For example, 

communication requirements through the Core network and radio base station  

By evaluating the ART method in comparison to BT and unit testing, the following advantages 

and disadvantages are considered: 
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 In comparison to unit testing, ART is a good way of testing the entire functionality of 

the RNC, but not a good way to validate specific functionality of data classes.  

 Essentially, ART focuses on the functionality of the entire system, while BT focuses 

more on communication and functionality problems that might arise during block 

integration.  

 Whereas, with unit and block test implementation knowledge is required, in contrast 

using ART, whole system functionality knowledge is required.  

 Whereas in unit and block test a stub and driver are necessary, in contrast no driver 

and stub are required for ART, because all of the required functionality of the system 

is in place. This is results in having a clear way of testing without considering 

dependencies.  

 Test execution time for ART is high, in comparison to unit testing and block test. 

 Code coverage for a specific block or data class through ART is less than for unit test 

but the complete functionality of the entire software is covered.      

8.2.1. How to use ART (System Test) 

ART can play an important role to support testing after software modifications.  This is because 

while the added new behavior on a low level can be tested through unit test, having an 

appropriate way of testing added behavior in full system functionality is required as well. This is 

achievable through ART.  

Also as agile provided, test as early as possible, and test as often as possible on a Node level for 

the RNC can help to remove the errors and bugs in an early design stage. Consequently, it helps 

to provide software with less errors and bugs.  

 

8.3.  Unit Testing, Block Test, and Automated Regression Test in the Agile 

Way of Working  
In the agile way of working, the testing process with respect to different testing levels can be divided into 

4 different quadrants [17]. As Figure 24 shows, by matching the RNH subsystem testing methods with the 

Agile testing quadrants, the testing can be divided into 3 of these, which are as follows:  

1- The first quadrant is automated unit testing. It represents a Test Driven Development 
practice. Unit testing helps to verify the smallest functionality or behavior of the 
software, such as a class or an object. This testing level emphasizes on testing classes 
without considering dependency between different classes. In addition, as the agile 
way of testing states, unit testing should be used for regression test and automated. 
Earlier the RNH subsystem did not make use of unit testing. It was introduced and 
deployed by work presented in this work.     
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2- The second quadrant is automated integration testing (component or block testing). 
This testing level should verify the integration of units that build up a bigger unit 
(block). In the RNH subsystem at design level, BT could be fit into this quadrant.  

3- The third quadrant is the automated system test. It involves testing functionality, 
robustness, performance, and security of the entire system. Tools are often needed 
in this testing level to create test data. Having automated and regression test on this 
level is emphasized in the agile way of working. ART fits into this quadrant, as it tests 
the functionality of the Node in early stage of development. In addition, it checks the 
legacy on node level as well. As agile states, catching error and bugs during 
development is easier and less costly for organizations, so ART can be considered as 
good testing tools in this quadrant at the RNH subsystem.     

4- The forth quadrant is not covered in this work 
 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Agile testing quadrants at the RNH subsystem [17].  
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9. Conclusion and Future Work  

9.1. Conclusion  

Software testing can be considered as one of the most important activities during software 
development, as it helps to catch and solve software bugs and errors. However, due to lack of 
proper software testing strategies, many errors and bugs remain in the final product. A software 
testing strategy can be considered as a sketch aiming at defining the testing process, the testing 
objectives and the different testing methods based on the software architecture and 
functionality.  

This study is conducted to propose a software-testing strategy for the RNH subsystem based on 
the agile way of software development and the existing software structure. The main aim is to 
investigate and recommend alternative methods of testing.  

In this investigation, unit test as a low-level test was considered as an alternative testing 
method. In order to prove it as a good testing method a series of impediments had to be 
considered. For example,  

1- Introducing new testing methods for the RNH subsystem with a lot of legacy code is 
not easy.  

2- Since the RNH subsystem uses the RSARTE tool for software deployment the 
generated code is a mixture of tools added code and written by developers code. 
Therefore, introducing new testing methods is not easy.  

3- A high level of complexity and dependency exists in the software architecture, which 
makes the deployment of low level testing difficult. 

The first step of this work was to perform a vast investigation of the RNH subsystem 
architecture. This was in order to define a template for code classification based on block 
patterns, as well as level of dependency and complexity. The main aim was to define a smallest 
testable unit inside the block. Based on the result of this investigation, data classes can be 
defined as the smallest candidate for low level testing.   

In the second phase of this work unit test framework was implemented for two different blocks 
of code. The reason for unit test deployment was to evaluate the result of unit testing as an 
alternative testing method and prove the testability of data classes on a low level. In addition, 
testing performance of the ART framework was evaluated on the node level through 
predetermined testing scenario. 

The results of this study shows that:  

 Unit test can be used for testing the data classes that implement algorithms.  
 Block test should still be used for testing interaction between the smallest units that 

build up a block. 
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 Node level test can be used for testing interaction between blocks and subsystems 
and to verify the functionality of the entire node. 

To sum up, as the agile way of testing and the result of this investigation point out, it is not 
possible to claim which of the testing methods is more significant. Each one adds specific testing 
values with respect to the testing level and testing strategy to the final product.     

9.2. Future Work  

For the future, we recommend to evaluate the testing of capsules and the signal transitions with 

the unit-test method. In addition, to consider it a consistent testing method for future, a test 

case component of the model should be created which lets the developer call the unit-testing 

framework from inside of the model rather than from the outside of the model when running 

tests. We recommend also to evaluate other unit-testing frameworks, for example, the Google 

Unit-Test framework or the IBM Quality Rose Architecture, which is designed as a unit testing 

framework for RSART. Finally, as tests are not perfect and do not discover any possible error, it 

would be very useful, to prove methods to measure the quality of the test cases on all levels of 

testing.  
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Appendix A 
 

For RNH Unit-Test Deployment following step is done:  

1- Installing Boosts Test library and Turtle Mock, which are achievable by downloading 

them from following website: 

 http://sourceforge.net/projects/boost/  

  http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/turtle/index.php?title=Turtle 

2- Compiling entire the model that in this case is RnhCodeBl or RnhSysInfoBl to generate 

header and source file 

3- Creating the Testsuites where we have to declare which data class to be tested. Just 

declare the variable of the type that want to test 

4- Creating the Makefile to specify needed paths and object files for the classes that  we 

will test   

5- Writing test cases for each individual method in the Testsuite file that you want to be 

tested 

Unit-Test Execution  

In order to be able to execute the current implementation, go through the following steps: 

1- Setup Config Spec 

The Config Spec has to be set to the newest version. By the set up you have to be able to 

compile the model without errors. 

2- Build the model 

After opening the model for example RnhCodeBl, go through the component view and build the 

appropriate component in order to have compiled source code. Please consider that in the case 

of any changes over the model before the tests are run, a rebuild of the model is mandatory. 

3- Build Unit-Test executable: get the working path to the Unit-Test build environment in 

the case RnhCodeTreeD.   

 cd /vobs/rnc/rrt/rnh/rnhSs/rnhCodeBl/rnhCodeTest/rnhCodeUnitTest/ 

After being in the right directory just use” Make “command with option –f to build and run 

Testsuite. The result is an executable file and log file. Note: running the make file will 

automatically execute the test cases. Folder structure for Tested Unit 

Figure 25 represents the folder structure of Testsuite and Makefile for RnhCodeBl and 

RnhSysInfoBl: 
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RnhCodeBl 
/vobs/rnc/rrt/rnh/rnhSs/rnhCodeBl/rnhCodeTest/rnhCodeUnitTest/ 
 MakeFile_RnhCodeTreeD    : Makefile for RnhCodeTreeD 
 MakeFile_RnhCodeTreeElementD  : Makefile for RnhCodeTreeElementD 
 MakeFile_RnhCodeTreeManagerD  : Makefile for RnhCodeTreeManagerD 
 RnhCodeTreeDTestExe    : Executable of the compilation 

RnhCodeTreeElementDTestExe   : Executable of the compilation 
RnhCodeTreeManagerDTestExe   : Executable of the compilation 

 Src/ 
Testsuite_RnhCodeTree.cc   : Testsuite    
Testsuite_RnhCodeTreeElementD.cc : Testsuite 
Testsuite_ RnhCodeTreeManagerD : Testsuite 
 
 

RnhSysInfoBl 
/vobs/rnc/rrt/rnh/rnhSs/rnhSysInfoBl/rnhSysInfoBlTest/rnhSysInfoUnitTest 
 MakeFile_RnhSysInfoAccessClassessBarredLoadD    : Makefile for RnhSysInfoAccessClassessBarredLoadD 
 MakeFile_RnhSysInfoCyclicAcbRncD         : Makefile for RnhSysInfoCyclicAcbRncD 
RnhSysInfoAccessClassessBarredLoadD TestExe         : Executable of the compilation  
RnhSysInfoCyclicAcbRncDTestExe         : Executable of the compilation 
 Src/ 

Testsuite_ RnhSysInfoAccessClassessBarredLoadD    .cc   : Testsuite   
Testsuite_ RnhSysInfoCyclicAcbRncD.cc    : Testsuite 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: The RNH Unit-Test implementation folder structure. 

Unit-Test Base file Template 

In this part, the template for Makefile and Testsuite will be explained. In addition, the 

different part of them, which is common for implementing Unit-Test in the RNH Blocks 

will be described. Please consider that, it is possible to use the same templates for Unit-

Test implementation over other Data Classes in another subsystem.  

Makefile: Figure 26 shows a general structure of the Makefile, which as mentioned 

before this structure is general for all the RNH Block.  

 In part one; represent the paths of the libraries which the specific test class needs. 
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  Part two, the general path of the source file, for example Unit-Test location and the 

location the Testsuite. 

  Part three, the general libraries which in most cases common for all the RNH Blocks. 

However, there is the possibility of more needed libraries which are recognizable 

through running Makefile.  

 Part 4 stated the path of the RTT Types and Tools. 

  Part fifth of the make file gives us the possibility of running Makefile with different 

options. The most important option is  

(Make -f Makefile_RnhCodeTreeElement) which includes all the options at the 

time of execution.  
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Figure 26:  Make file template structure. 

 

Test suite: Figure 27 shows the entire structure of Testsuite, which is common in all 

cases, except: 

1- Path to the Source code of the Tested Object  

2- For each method a specific test case will be written 

Parts 1 represent: 
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 Tested object source code, which is generated by RoseRT 

 Define Boost libraries 

 C++ STL library in the case of necessity 

Other Parts of Testsuite, which is marked by two, defines The UTF compilation flags:  

1- BOOST_TEST_DYN_LINK : 

Define this flag to build/use dynamic library 

2- BOOST_TEST_MAIN 

Define this flag to generate an empty test module initialization function 

and in case of dynamic library variant default function main () 

implementation as well. 

3- BOOST_TEST_MODULE 

Define this flag to generate the test module initialization function, which 

uses the defined value to name the master test suite. In case of dynamic 

library variant default function main () implementation is generated as 

well.  
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Figure 27: General structure of the test suite. 

Part 3 defines the Global fixture,  which is needed “ to be executed every time 

testing begins and that is also to be performed once testing is finished [18]. 

The UTF global fixture design is based on a generic test fixture model and is 

supported by the utility class boost:: unit_test::global_fixture. The global 

fixture design allows any number of global fixtures to be defined in any test 

file that constitutes a test module”, in this template, it is parameterized for 

Log_Level which allows the tester set UTF log Level and have external log.  
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Part 4 is a part, which test cases are implemented for each specific method of 

our tested data classes. Based on this template each test case is covered by 

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE (testcase_name) macro that is Boost Macro, which 

is designed to strictly mimic nullary free function syntax with automated 

regression. BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE in this example takes one argument 

which is RnhCodeTreeD_GetRowNo, first part defines the name of tested Data 

class and the second part is the name  of the tested method. Consider that the 

naming rule is defined based on our predefined standard. This macro mainly 

contains two parts as obvious by Figure 27: 

1-  Init Part is used for making the instantiation of our tested class and if is 

required initialization of the individual tested method. 

2- In Second part that is separated by Run Boost the different Boost macro 

could be call as test tools for the testing process, for example in this 

template BOOST_CHECK () is used. This macro is part of an UTF’s tool box, 

which supplied testing tools for buildup and maintaining test cases. In 

addition, it is used to provide error-reporting mechanism. 

This toolbox supplied by defining macro and function, as obvious by Table 5 all 

the tools provided in three levels which are WARN, REQUIRE and CHECK. In all 

our Test Cases, CHECK level is used for assertion, due to the reason if one of 

the test cases failed, it continues to the rest of the test cases. Furthermore, 

CHECK level is more concentrated over the correctness rather than validate 

aspects of test cases. REQUIRE level is considerable in which the continuation 

of the test cases is not matter when the failure happened.  

Level Test Log Content Error Counter Test Execution 

WARN warning in <test case name>: condition 
<assertion description> is not satisfied 

Not affected Continues 

CHECK error in <test case name>: test <assertion 
description> failed 

Increase Continues 

REQUIRE fatal error in <test case name>: critical test 
<assertion description> failed 

Increase Abort 

 

Table 5: Testing tools levels differences [18]. 

Test Log File: Figure 28 represents a sample test result for testing 

RnhCodeTreeD_GetRowNo method, which appears as generated text file. 

The location of the Log file is under Unittesting folder. For our prototype 

the log level is set to All which means, (“report all log messages including 

the past test notification [18]”). The Makefile can change the log level to 
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different value. If you want to represent test result as HTML format or 

save the result for each time execution, it is recommended to use XML log 

format rather than txt. Because when the output result is in XML format, 

it is easier to save them inside the Database, also parsing them to human 

readable format in order to show them in the different radiator. Figure 28 

shows a sample log file for testing getRowNo method of RnhCodeTreeD, 

which represent following facts: 

 The first line shows that all the linking before starting Testsuite is 

handled correctly. 

  14 different conditions for RnhCodeTreeD_GetRowNo are tested and 

in all cases, it passes the condition.  

 The last two lines show that it leaves the Test Case and Suite without 

any failure.  

Notice that, Test Coverage is measured 100 percent, since all the possible 

condition is tested and passed correctly. Consider that code coverage is 

one of the metrics of Unit-Testing.  

 

 

Figure 28: Log result. 
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